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fitting that the

academy awards come smack
dab in the middle of the bas
ketball and hockey play-offs
because
the oscar telecast is
really more of a spectator sport
evening
honoring
than
an
superior achievement in cinema
jhelly dolly someone has got

kidding

to be

all

of us know it',s

gold-flock

ed orchestrated see-thru-pant
dress tear-filled hokum never

th~eless each year we're all there
from ten o'clock to god knows
when moaning with every rip of
the envelope and the win
ner is
nine times out of
ten deep in our cinematic gut we

i

the winner is wrong
mean how green was my val
lyjust isn't a better film than
citizen kane nor is in the heat
of the night better than bonnie
and clyde and if oliver is bet
ter than 2001 which wasn't
grieve
even nominated then
for all art judged against t h e
great aesthetic in the sky
actually the awards resemble
a kind of ward-heeler politics
most studios are represented
somewhere in the nominations
so are different genres musical
hello dolly adventure
butch cassidy and the sundance
kid pseudo-shakespeare
anne of the thousand days
and this year there is even a
foreign-intellectual
z
which may become something
like the jewish seat on the
supreme court
there are also usually a black
rupert crosse a youngster
cathy burns some old-timers
k~now

i

john wayne gig young jean

simmons and stars of the fu
ture jon voight goldie hawn

everybody

action

gets

the

quality

a piece

academy
anything

discriminate

forward accounts consider
example the lyrics to

free

of

the

doesn't
except

this year

contest has a
slightly different touch with the
nomination of zi it is almost

midnight cowboy
on the
other hand straddles the spec
trum it is not so deep that it
doesn't appeal to almost every
one who goes to see it but it is
not so
eith
er as obviouslyrsuperficial
a matter of fact w it h
d us t in hoffman groveling
around the streets of new york
it looks rather profound but
in many ways it is like a form
er winner in the heat of the
night they are both social pab
lum in these troubled times that
equals an oscar
to say midnight cowboy will
be best picture is also to say
that john schlesinger will be
best director i guess this is the
academy stab at auteur theory
if had my druthers i'd pick
costa-gavras for z or arthur
penn for alice restaurant but
schlesinger it will be
in the category of best actor

minnelli and
up but just

era lights on
the audience
she has girdle
the duke has

assumes

if

some woman in
who looks as

trouble after

time

ly qualify

tion
esty

him for considera
there is a veneer of hon

but the academy though of
ten predictable is predictable in
a lyndon johnson sort of way
wouldn't give wayne the
oscar because everyone expects
him to win
remember ells
worth bunker i'll probably be
caught with my glasses down
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recommend us to your

that most

civilized people would like to forget and to some extent
it was forgotten until frenchman frederic rossif cre
ated this shattering elegy a sensitively assembled docu
mentation of a modern tragedy
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all

been around for
and who
knows
when another role will come
along that would even remote

a long

it

don't appear
my duties i'll

be

i

i

john
wayne will take it he'll be
flanked by bob hope and mar
tha rae and drowned out by a
slappy ovation while the cam
just

i

to be shirking
give the nod to liza minnelli
the supporting performers
awards are often used to reward
some old workhorse of the in
dustry who will never be nom
inated to best actor but who de
recognition
serves some
for
sticking it out for best sup
porting actress cathie burns of
last summer is far ahead of
the rest of this field of fledg
lings that
can't imagine real
ly
can anyone else winning
the best supporting actor nom
inations are more true to the
academy form both gig young
and anthony quayle are aging
veterans of the back-lot young
will win but the industry owes
something to easy rider and
those of its ilk for bringing so
much money into studio coffers
besides nicholson deserves
it is very possible and even
probably that once
have com
mitted my predictions to print
i'll meet ignominious defeat
that is a chance all reviewers
must take one thing i'm sure
of
if john wayne wins he'll
thank this great country of
right you know it
ours
could only happen in america

i

everyone

to me
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ficult for joni one of t h e
shortcomings of her second al
bum clouds was that the songs
tended to run into one another
because of a lack of variety in
the accompaniment while the
instrumentation in this album
is still limited basically unam
plified piano and guitar other
instruments such as cello sax

nmfo
nominated for

week

j

has

concert

the

adapting
her coffee house
performance to the recording
studio

department

public free of charge
on the program will be works

joni

yodel

for

rushed around in the
dirty town
and the children let out from
the schools
i was standing on a noisy corner
waiting for the walking green
across the street he stood
and he played real good
on his clarinet for free

5th

aud
the

each song
love for
people she is discussing comes
out in the words and in the
urgency of her voice the con
trol she exercizes over the vocals
are peculiar to her style alone
often switching from lower to
upper range in a characteristic

for

r

of michigan
philharmonica
and
chamber
by thomas
choir conducted
hilbish will give a concert at
8 p.m tuesday april 7 in hill

i

for free

rit
uni3

the university

a song
maybe put on a harmony
heard his refrain
as the signal changed
he was playing real good

the wind

i

t.v

knew he had nqver

been on their
so they passed his music by
i meant to go over and ask for

i slept last night in a good
hotel
i went shopping today for jewels

i

so

nobody stopped to hear him
though he played so sweet and
high

in

winners judoed by popular appeal wn
saturday april i1 1970 at 1i
brinq entries to michigras office 3a

when you consider that joni
designed
the cover composed
and arranged the songs sang
and played
the main instru
ments you will only begin to
estimate
the artistry of this
woman the rest will come when
you watch her perform

free

each of her songs is about
people she has met
situations
she has experienced few are
profound rather she concen
trates on the simple drama of
the moment and she introduces
you to all sorts of interesting
people the clarinetist who plays
for free the refugee from a
wealthy family the priest wear
ing his father tie and many
more her songs are not ab
stract speculations but straight

original printable jokes
50-75 words
0 typed
entries
ue thursday april 9 1970
identify with name address phone nn

joni

i play if you have the
money
or if you're a friend to me
but the one man band
by the quick lunch stand
he was playing real good for

they

enter the michigras joke writing
contest and win valuable prizes

percussion
are introduced
at intervals to provide counter
piano
statements
and
guitar arrangements are par
ticularly complimentary to her
voice the music is always push
ing forward unhesitating except
for moments of reflection
and

and

house atmosphere

pair

joni

but
think the academy may
fool us and give the statue to
peter o'toole and a few years
later wayne will get a special
award for being a greyt human
itarian or something granted
this may be wishful thinking
best actress is more difficult
gene
for the prognosticator
vieve bujold can be eliminated
bujolds
the genevieve
never
win maggie smith seems a mite
a n e
too obscure that leaves
fonda jean simmons and liza

too good a film to be mixed up
in this kind of thing anyway
it stands at one pole antipodal
to anne probably neither will
win
anne because it is
dishonest and z because it is fine
window dressing but too intel
ligent for a moronic group who
favors the innocuous

a coffee

i

penetrating appeal that edvard
munch created in his portrait
young girl
a
of
entitled
puberty joni presentation is
a mixture of defiance and des

a'cademy'of mediocrity

neal gabler
quite

sale of this album
couple of syears ago

now me i play for fortune
and those velvet curtain calls
i've got a black limousine
and two gentlemen
escorting me to the halls

has a hypnotic appeal as
she pours out her songs h e r
eyes rest on members of the
audience
in instant communi
cation standing on stage large
blue eyes unblinking guitar held
against her graceful but angu
lar frame she has the s a m e

joni

nchthe
ncha
ccnema

an
by

well

as

cohen

first two albums appealed to
folk enthusiasts who wanted to
hear the original for reasons
more academic than aesthetic
surprisingly both canadian ar
held up well after t h e
short term acclaim that novel
iy brings people continued to
listen to the originals and many
preferred them
ladies of the canyon in
the circle game
clules
which you will recognize im
mediately and
may associate
with tom rush who first in
troduced her songs to the amer
ican folk audience also familiar
is woodstock the song by
crosby stills and nash that
closed the festival film how
ever if you know joni at all
the possibility is that you al
iready know she composed them
in other words she will have
no one but herself to thank for

pubrty
byedvad
m
puberty by
edvard m
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singer

leonard

e
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saved some of her favorite
songs composed as early as
1966 until she attained popular
ity not only as a song writer
for judy collins and others
but as a

sang

write a joke
win a prize

g-mmichigras

moment of reflection

at canterbury
hou s
her sets included some of the
songs on this album she may
even have composd one of them
at the michigan union where
she was staying
wish
could
remember which one it was
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